
 When preparing 

your program, consider 

each of the ‘zones’ and 

how they will best 

work in your context. 

You may like to mix 

up the order in which 

you do the ‘zones’. 

You will, however, 

need to remember 

the ‘Welcome Zone’ 

(obviously) needs to 

start the session, the 

‘Zone In’ section needs to follow the 

‘God Zone’, and the ‘Beyond the Zone’ 

happens at home. Have fun!

 MAKE Cheffy’s delicious smoothie on page 7 to share with the children. Chat about 
how important food is for our brain and body!

 DO Professor Pickle’s experiment on page 11. An idea could be to have several boat 
stations set up so the children can have a competition to see who can get the most 
coins into their boat before it sinks.

 READ the message at the bottom of the page. 

 CHAT about how hard it can be to turn our minds ‘off’ things that can affect the 
way we think. If you think it’s appropriate, talk about how COVID-19 has made 
many people feel anxious and it’s a good idea to talk to a trusted adult if anyone 
feels anxious or sad. 

 TALK about decisions. What are easy decisions to make? You could give some 
examples, such as deciding between a chocolate milkshake or a strawberry 
milkshake; deciding between watching Paddington 2 or a Transformers movie etc 

 CHAT about more difficult decisions. Give some examples such as having to decide 
to help mum with something because you said you would, even if a friend calls up 
and wants to play; or choosing to be kind to a kid at school who other kids are mean 
to etc.

 READ Sam on page 14 and talk about the biggest decision to follow Jesus. Share 
about when you decided to become a Christian. 

 CHAT about how some of Jesus’ disciples made the decision to follow him, such as 
the fishermen Simon, Andrew, James and John in Mark 1:14-16.

 PRAY: Dear Jesus, help us to make good decisions in our life and especially help us 
to make the important to decision to follow you and have you as our friend. Amen

This week we’re talking about brain power, 
decision making and deciding to follow Jesus.

 TODAY’S BIBLE VERSES: Romans 10:9-10, 
Philippians 4:8, Mark 1:14-16

 KEY WORDS: Decisions, choosing to follow Jesus

 BEFORE today’s lesson:
• Make sure you have all the materials you need 

for the ‘Welcome Zone’ and ‘Fun Zone’ activities.
• Gather together all the required ingredients for 

‘Grub Zone’.
• Have enough Kidzone magazines for every child!
• Print off the ‘Beyond the Zone’ card.
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Choose an 
activity, 
based on 
the theme, 
to do in 
smaller 
groups. 

Use time to get to 
know your group. 



 DO some of the brain training puzzles together on pages 8 and 9.

 READ the message. 

 PRAY: Lord Jesus, please help us to know when we should turn off video games or 
shows that make us feel sad or depressed. Please help us to know the right things to 
fill our brains with and help us to fix our minds on what is true and right and good, 
Amen.

 THINK about whether there are shows, video games or other things that make you 
feel sad, depressed or angry when you watch or play them. If this happens, make the 
decision to turn them off. 

 READ the story on pages 4 and 5 with your fam and friends…which team will you 
choose to be on?

 KEEP your brain active by doing all the awesome puzzles in this week’s Kidzone.

 DO the weekly challenge on page 15.

 HAVE you asked Jesus to be your friend? You can pray (talk) to him any time.

Visit our website for more info (and heaps  
of fun), www.kidzonemag.com.au/kz-club

Sign up to KZ Club online and the leaders’ guide will be 
delivered to your inbox every week—amazing! 

Email a picture of your group to cheryl.tinker@salvationarmy.org.au
*Please get permission from parents before sending photos and include a copy 
of signed parental consent for Kidzone to print image.

        We’d love to see some photos of your Kidzone Club members 
enjoying the activities to include in the Kidzone magazine! 


